In a distributed system, authentication protocols are the basis of security to ensure that these protocols function properly. Passwords are one of the most common authentication protocol used nowadays. Because of low entropy of passwords make the systems vulnerable to password guessing attacks. This paper presents a simple scheme that strengthens password-based authentication protocols and helps prevent dictionary attacks, replay attacks and man in the middle attacks etc. The proposed scheme presents a new password authentication protocol by using the user and server system identification/serial number. Here there is no possibility to store the user passwords so an attacker who gets the password cannot use it directly to gain immediate access and compromise security.
INTRODUCTION
In distributed systems, authentication protocols play an important role in security aspects to ensure that these protocols are working properly. Most of these protocols found in the literature [1] contain redundancies or flaws or their designs might be error prone. Authentication, sometimes called integrity refers to protect the information from being modified by any unauthorized parties [2] . Two concepts are implicit in integrity namely 1) Identity integrity where the source of the data is indeed who it claims to be (like people or computers or services) and not with intruders, and 2) data integrity where it assures that information is unchanged or destroyed from its source.
The paper deals mainly with the identity integrity. From past to present days, humans have authenticated to each other while transferring the data. This transmission of data [3] can be done based on two people present physically near to each other or present in different far away places. In such circumstances, authentication has been done by alternate means, like secret handshakes [4] or passwords [5] . The reality of these authentication techniques often failed to validate the identity when there are times of a distance is required. Because most of the techniques currently used for authentication over a distance do not measurably provide a meaningful degree of trust. Thus, the focus of the paper deals with the methods for using data input factors that provide meaningful and measurable confidence about whether or not someone is who they say they are, and that they are not. This paper focuses a new password based method to solve the authentication problem between client and server by using system serial number of both. Then by performing mathematical calculation to this system serial number the server generate a unique id or password and send to the user. Here the user remembers a small password and carries no other information. So without the user and server system serial number and the newly generated unique id the attacker cannot impersonate the user. In addition, this method exchange strong secret key which enables the two parties to communicate securely. Also it is secure against attacks like dictionary attacks, passive attacks [6] or active attacks [7] network intruders and masquerade attacks [8] . Finally, this paper is comprised into three sections namely, Section 2 discusses the background of authentication and authorization aspects and its vulnerabilities. With the help of both user and server system serial number, a new approach of password based method has been developed. It is used to overcome the password insecurities and the rationale behind its design with an illustration. Section 3 analyzes the security concerns of the new password based approach and concludes in Section 4.
BACKGROUND:
With the current trend of network and computers a large amount of valuable information are stored. To secure this valuable information, security is needed in the internet world. Therefore, the first step towards network security is by keeping unauthorized persons from gaining access to resources by ensuring that only authorized persons can access it. Therefore, authentication and authorization play an important role in security part. Authentication [9] is the process of identifying a user or a machine that is trying to log on or to access the resources. Whereas authorization [10] is to verify the user is having permissions and rights to access the requested resources. To make it work, a user provides some sort of credentials-a password, smart card, fingerprint, digital certificate to identify the authorized user to access the system. Several attacks and risk are possible if the authentication is poor like [11] , 1. Loss of Privacy: In day to day life, confidential information has been transmitted in business-to-business communications. So, without proper encryption, every message sent may be read by an unauthorized party. 2. Loss of Data Integrity: Even for data that is not confidential, one must still take measures to ensure data without modifying it. 3. Identity Spoofing: Apart from protecting the data, one must be careful to protect their identity on the Internet. Otherwise any intruder may be able to impersonate and gain access to the confidential information. 4. Password Authentication: In most enterprises, the use of passwords is the primary means of authenticating a user. Unfortunately, it is also the weakest form of authentication. In today's digital world, the ways to bypass this form of security are trivial. While many enterprises focus on strengthening passwords, these efforts are by and large meaningless in the face of the tools that attackers can use. The tools provide criminals with easy ability to hack, trap, or crack most passwords easily.
So, this paper discusses a new strong password based authentication method by using uniqueid.
Statement Of Research Problem:
Passwords are the method often used for authenticating computer where the users can use/remember the password easily. But this approach has several vulnerabilities [12] like password may be easy to guess, writing the password down and placing it in a highly visible area, and discovering passwords by eavesdropping. Though there are different authentication protocols available widely in the world, most of them are error prone [1] . Testing tools have been used in real time applications to check whether the authentication protocols are secure by different servers is shown below,
Gmail Authentication:
The JSKY testing tools has been used to test the Gmail Authentication service where the authentication involves SRP authentication protocol with SSL. From figure.1, it has been proved that the Gmail is insecure against SQL Injection attack and brute force attack. 
Yahoo Authentication:
The yahoo Authentication service tested by using JSKY tool has shown in figure 2, that yahoo is insecure against Brute Force attack, ProRat attack, Directory attack and File backup attack. 
Proposed Method:
To overcome the above insecure features, a new approach has been developed by using the system serial number. This method comprises into two phases: registration/login, verification/ new device registration as follows,
Registration/login Phase:
During this phase the user must fill the application form like name, address, contact number, social security number or any government identification number and submit to the server. Upon receiving the details, the server first verify the user with the help of social security number. Then the server takes the user accessing computer system serial number which is unique (computer or laptop or mobile). With this user system serial number and the server system serial number, the server performs mathematical calculation and generates a unique id/key and transmits to the user. Now with the newly generated key i.e unique id the user can login and perform further work. Here, the user must use the same system for login and the server confirms every time with the help of user system serial number for authentication.
New Device Registration Phase:
If the user lost/damage/failure happens to his existing system, then with the help of old unique id and social security number he/she can send a request to the server, where the server verifies and generate a new unique id/key for the new system and transmit to the user to logon.
Design Phase:
Notation used: User = U i , Server = S i , Registration Request = RQ, Device id = DID, Social Security number = SSN, Login Services Request = SRQ, Phone Number = PH, Address = ADD, Server Database SSN = SDB-SSN i, Unique id/key = UI, Server Device ID = SDI, User Device ID = UDI. 2. User send a request for new device registration with his old SRQ (U i , UI, SSN) number then he/she has sent SRQ to the server, server will check his SSN from the database. If SSN = SDB-SSN i, UI = server database UI, then server will generate new device id. Key = (SDI UI mod n) Key will be sent to the user U i he/or she can decrypt the id with help of his UI i, 3 . Server will verify by Key = Server Key, SSN = SDB-SSN i. Finally, server will grant access to the new device.
Registration Phase:
The time complexity of the proposed method is 14T h +12T x 2.3. Illustration:
Registration phase:
The registration of the client to the server is done with his/her personal information in figure 6 . 
User Data verification from Server database:
The servers verify with the help of social security number and generate unique id.
Creating Unique Id UI for User:
791 mod 12 = 9 UI = 9 this number is used for log in from new device or password change.
Login Phase:
Now with the help of unique id the user can login and proceed further work. 
New device Registration:
If the same user wants to use different device or loss of an old device, he/she has to re-register with the help of his existing uuid and govt. id. Then Server request the user UI and SSN for verification through secure channel, Ex: UI = 9, SSN = 123456789 Then SSN and UI are verified by the server and then the server does the following steps: Server device Id S i = 791, UI = 9, Ex: 791 9 mod 26 = 21 (this will be sent to the user via a secure channel). Users have to use his UI for performing inverse modular function and give the key to the server. Now the server authenticates the user and the user uses the new key for further access.
SECURITY ANALYZING:
The proposed password method helps to secure against the attacks are given below,
Man in the Middle attack:
A man-in-the-middle attacks like eavesdropping. In the proposed method, even if intruder captures the user information he/she cannot able to access it without proper user and server system device-id is shown in figure 8 . 
Denial of service attack:
A denial-of-service attack occurs when an attacker takes action that prevents legitimate users from accessing computer systems, devices or other network resources. In the proposed method, even if the intruder knows the user system serial number and other details, it is difficult to authenticate without the user system. So it is secure against denial of service attack.
Password guessing Attack:
Password guessing attacks can be classified into two namely, Brute Force Attack and Dictionary attack.
Brute Force attack:
It is a password guessing attack and it consists of trying every possible code, combination, or password until the correct password is found. In the proposed method, suppose an intruder collects the user information and try to authenticate with the server is difficult, because of using different computer system and system id. So, the proposed method can withstand brute force attack which is shown in figure. 9 by using OWASP testing tool. 
Dictionary Attack:
A dictionary attack is another type of password guessing attack which uses a dictionary of common words to identify the user's password. To secure the dictionary attack, Brutus testing tool has been used in the proposed method, shown in figure 10 . Figure 10 . Dictionary Attack by using brutus tools for the proposed method
Replay Attack:
Replay attacks are the network attacks in which an attacker spies the conversation between the sender and receiver to collect the authenticated information. In the proposed method, the intruder tries to gain the information and without proper credentials like user/server system serial number, is difficult to authenticate.
CONCLUSION
In recent years security plays a major part in the internet world and it is a challenging one to design strong security protocols. To achieve authentication and confidentiality, several authentication protocols have been proposed and analyzed. Most authentication mechanisms focus only on security, while others offer proper scalability, minimized communication, and computation overhead. In this regard different authentication techniques arise but the Passwordbased authentication is the most widely used method for verifying the identity of persons who are requesting access to computer resources. However, authentication based only on passwords often does not provide adequate protection. So, this paper uses system serial number as a password to verify the identity of system users and can substantially increase the security of an authentication system.
